Horse Amour
804 Eaton Hill East
Castleton, VT 05735
(802) 468-2200

Self Care/Run-In Boarding
*Self-Care Board includes
*occupation of a run in stall in the back, with attached paddock, stall
is not maintained by Horse Amour staff, but by owner approx 2 days weekly
*grain once daily
*premium grass hay, twice daily
*outdoor large water tub, filled daily, cleaned weekly
*use of barn tools for stall cleaning, and reasonable amount of
bedding, no more than 3 wheelbarrows of bedding should be used weekly
*you are welcomed to supply extra bedding, but remember that more
bedding means more waste and a larger manure pile that must be
managed or hauled away at the farm’s expense. Boarders who wish to use
large amounts of shavings are advised to put down rubber matting to help
with shavings management as we do in the main aisle. Sawdust is a supply
issue during the holidays every year.
*reasonable area for tack storage in main aisle, please no more than
one vertical saddle rack, and one tack box. Neatness, and keeping area
contained is vital for the comfort of your neighbors and barn safety.
*during owner vacation, or at owner’s request, stall can be cleaned/
bedded by Horse Amour staff for 3x weekly at $10/time, or once in a while
major cleaning for $25

*stall rest (horse needs to be removed from run-in and placed in
alternative box stall do to stall damage, horse injury or other quarantine)
add $5/day
Options:
____ Private Suite/Paddock $400
____Double Suite/Shared Paddock $350
*************************************************************************************
Extra Accommodations:
Salt
____owner will supply
____Horse Amour will supply and bill at $9.99/block
All horses must have free choice salt, and if more than one week passes without
salt, Horse Amour will supply salt lick and bill owner.

PM grain
____owner will supply
____Horse Amour will supply and bill at $30/month
____ no second graining required
Deworming
Horses will be required to have a fecal exam twice annually.
____owner will provide fecal results and deworm accordingly.
____Horse Amour will do fecal, provide results to owner, and
will deworm accordingly at a cost of $35 per fecal & deworming with
ivermectin. Fecals that require deworming beyond ivermectin will accrue
additional expense. Horses not needing deworming will only accrue the
cost of the fecal, $20.
Do-it-yourself fecal test kits will be available in the Horse Amour Tack Shop.

Horse:______________________
Signed:___________________________________Date:_____________

